
Welcome to the module enMtled, Develop Personal AAC Systems, the
third module in the POWER:AAC training.

POWER:AAC is a project	  sponsored by the Pennsylvania Training	  and
Technology Assistance Network	  (PaTTAN). This training is one of a series
of modules designed to build the capacity of local educaMonal agencies
to serve students with complex communicaMon needs who require the
use of augmentaMve and alternaMve communicaMon systems.

This self-‐directed module reviews the various opMons for personal AAC
systems which should be considered for the students in your classroom,
from no tech, through low tech and lite tech, and up to high tech. An
assessment	  process will be discussed as a starMng point	  to developing
personal AAC systems for your students. You’ll be given resources to
implement	  an AAC system assessment	  and provided with a guide for
making a simple, manual communicaMon board. By the end of this
module, you will be able to consider a range of mulM-‐modal AAC opMons
for your students.
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Training in the POWER:AAC project	  is primarily self-‐directed. Each
module is presented in a variety of formats, including a video format,
PowerPoint	  presentaMon format	  and a print	  version of the PowerPoint	  
with transcripMon notes. Some of the modules include supplemental
presentaMon materials. Each module includes a pre and post	  test	  
assessment.
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Please complete the pre-‐test	  before starMng this module.
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Developing an AAC system for a student	  who is at-‐risk for producing
intelligible speech is an on-‐going process. The AAC system that	  a student	  
might	  have when he or she is in elementary school may be different	  than
the AAC system he or she is using when in middle school or high school.
The on-‐going process of development	  and re-‐development	  involves the
skills and insights of a team of people, including the parents, and
whenever possible, the student	  who needs the AAC system.

In this training module you will learn basic informaMon about	  developing
mulM-‐modal AAC systems for your students.
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Developing mulM-‐modal AAC systems for your students starts by
understanding the range of possible communicaMon strategies for people
who use	  AAC.

Almost	  all people who use AAC incorporate some type of unaided
communicaMon. The person who uses AAC might	  have some intelligible
speech, interact	  with natural gestures, express himself with facial
expressions, and possibly produce some manual signs. These strategies
require nothing external to the person’s body. They are part	  of a
person’s mulM-‐modal communicaMon system and, as such, are all valued
and useful.

On the other hand, aided communicaMon systems require something
external to the person’s body. An aided AAC system could be as simple
as a pen and pad of paper to write messages. It could also be a
communicaMon board made out	  of paper with printed leOers, words, or
pictures. Or it	  could be some type of assisMve technology that	  produces
speech output.
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People who use AAC systems typically need and use a variety of AAC
strategies, depending on their abiliMes, needs, and communicaMon
environments. Best	  pracMce is to support	  mulM-‐modal communicaMon.
Therefore, developing AAC systems for your students does not	  require
you to make an “either-‐or” choice between using aided of unaided
communicaMon.
However, in this training module, the focus will be solely on the
development	  of aided communicaMon systems.
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According to a self-‐study course from the AAC InsMtute, (hOp:// 
www.aacinsMtute.org/self-‐study/upmodules/12/Module%20553/), aided
AAC strategies are divided into three technology categories: low tech,
light	  tech, and high tech. You may hear other terms used to classify AAC
technology, but	  for the purpose of this training, we will be using the
terms low tech, light	  tech, and high tech.

www.aacinsMtute.org/self-�-study/upmodules/12/Module%20553/),	�


Simply put, low tech systems have no power source. That	  means there is
no baOery and nothing to charge. Familiar examples of low tech systems
might	  be tangible symbol boards, picture-‐based manual communicaMon
boards, and various types of communicaMon books.

O>en, a low tech opMon, like a manual communicaMon board, is
developed for a student	  as a simple way to introduce the student	  to AAC.
A manual communicaMon board may be used to begin AAC intervenMon
immediately. InformaMon learned while using the manual
communicaMon board may be used by the team to help in the process of
assessing the student	  for a light	  tech or high tech AAC system.

If it	  is decided that	  the student	  needs lite tech, then a low tech opMon
might	  be considered as a means to boost	  access to vocabulary. This is
o>en the case when a lite-‐tech AAC device is selected for a student. The
lite-‐tech device might	  have limited memory or spaces for vocabulary and
the student	  conMnues to use a low tech system, like a manual
communicaMon board to boost	  or increase her access to vocabulary.



Low tech opMons, such as manual communicaMon boards, have
historically been useful and efficient	   AAC systems for many people who
use AAC systems. Even today, many people who use AAC systems
conMnue to be successful communicators using manual communicaMon
boards. Therefore, even if lite tech or high tech opMons are never
recommended for a student, a low tech AAC system can always serve as
a student’s primary AAC system.
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Lite tech systems are simple, electronic devices that	  have replace-‐able or
re-‐chargeable baOeries. Many have speech output	  in the form of
recorded, digital speech. Familiar examples of lite tech systems might	  
be a rotary scanner without	  speech output, a single or sequenMal
message device with digital, recorded speech, or a device with 2 to 32
targets with digitally recorded speech.

A lite tech device is o>en given to a student	  as a simple way to introduce
the student	  to AAC. A lite tech device might	  also be given to a student	  to
provide him or her with some speech output.



There are many different	  kinds of lite tech AAC opMons. Some have very
limited capacity to serve as a student’s primary AAC system; however,
others have sufficient	  memory and vocabulary capabiliMes to be used as
a student’s primary AAC system. Lite tech opMons need to be
considered as part	  of a student’s mulM-‐modal communicaMon system.
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The term high tech brings to mind speech-‐generaMng devices, laptop
computers with communicaMon so>ware, and now – more than ever
before – mobile technology devices with communicaMon apps. For
some students, a high tech system might	  be the student’s first-‐ever AAC
system, and as such, would be the student’s introducMon to the world of
AAC. For others, they might	  start	  off using a low tech or lite tech opMon
and then transiMon to a high tech system.

High tech AAC opMons have many communicaMon features built	  into the
device. They generally provide a student	  with speech output, the ability
to generate text, and in most	  cases, computer funcMons, such as internet	  
access, telecommunicaMon, and environmental controls. AddiMonal
non-‐communicaMon funcMons might	  also be available, such as the ability
to take photographs and play CDs.



Generally, a high tech AAC system, when provided to a student, has the
full potenMal to serve as the student’s primary AAC system.
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In a POWER:AAC classroom, the goal for every student	  is to have a
primary, personal AAC system. That	  AAC system might	  be a low tech
manual communicaMon board or book, a lite tech device, or a high tech
speech generaMng device, laptop computer with communicaMon
so>ware, or mobile technology app. Each of these primary systems
might	  be supplemented with other aided technology opMons.
The combinaMons of opMons is about	  as variable as the students who
need AAC systems.
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Developing a mulM-‐modal AAC system for a student	  begins, first	  and
foremost, with a team of people who gather and share important	  
informaMon about	  the student. The make-‐up of the assessment	  team
may include the student, when appropriate; the parents or other family
members; any general or special educaMon teachers with knowledge of
the student; the student’s speech-‐language pathologist, occupaMonal
therapist, and/or physical therapist; any vision and/or hearing specialists,
as needed; an AssisMve Technology Consultant	  with knowledge of low
tech, lite tech, and high tech AAC systems; and anyone else who has
knowledge of and interest	  in the student’s communicaMon skills and
needs.	  
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What	  does the team need to consider when assessing a student	  for an
AAC system?

According to Buekelman and Miranda	  (2005), five areas need to be
considered during an AAC assessment.
First, the team needs to assess the adequacy of the student’s current	  
communicaMon strategies and skill levels in areas that	  influence AAC
system use. For the speech-‐language pathologist	  on the team, that	  
would include a comprehension recepMve and expressive language
assessment	  to determine the type of language which the student	  would
be expected to produce with an AAC system. For the occupaMonal or
physical therapist, that	  would include collecMng informaMon on the
student’s physical abiliMes as they relate to posiMoning for the use of an
AAC system and strategies for how the student	  will operate and access
the AAC system. For a teacher, that	  might	  involve reporMng on the
student’s academic levels, including reading and wriMng skills. For the
parent, it	  might	  involve their insight	  into their child’s interacMon skills
with people in their family and the community. The input	  from all of the
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When developing an AAC system for a student, it	  is NOT NOT NOT best	  
pracMce to require a student	  to “earn the right” to use a high-‐tech AAC
system. A student	  is NOT required to first	  use a low-‐tech or lite-‐tech AAC
system before being considered for a high-‐tech AAC system.
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However, many AAC assessment	  and implementaMon teams begin AAC
implementaMon with a low tech manual communicaMon board for their
students who need AAC systems. This is typically done for three reasons.

First, it	  is an effecMve way to provide the student	  with an immediate
means of communicaMon. Making a manual communicaMon board for a
student	  doesn’t	  usually involve a lengthy trial period or the Mme that	  it	  
takes to trial and then fund a speech generaMng device or mobile
technology app. In a maOer of a few days or weeks, an appropriate
manual communicaMon board can be developed for a student. There
are a number of resources for pre-‐made manual communicaMon boards
that	  can be used and customized for your students. Handout	  1 lists
those resources.

Second, manual communicaMon boards are typically simple systems. You
don’t	  have to think about	  charging them, or what	  to do to turn them on
or off, or the steps for programming vocabulary. Low tech systems are
less complicated than many lite tech systems and nearly all high tech



The Beginner’s Guide to Designing a Manual CommunicaMon Board
(VanTatenhove, 2014) is a resource that	  you can use to help make a
manual communicaMon board or modify a pre-‐made communicaMon
board. This resource asks person-‐centered quesMons in the areas of
mobility, vision, access, cogniMon, language, and device or mobile
technology app issues.
Answers to these person-‐centered quesMons coordinate with manual
communicaMon board design consideraMons. The Beginner’s Guide also
includes a lisMng of addiMonal resources to help you make a manual
communicaMon board.



Let’s summarize the process of developing personal AAC systems for
your students.

First	  off, developing personal AAC systems for your students is an on-‐
going team process. Based on the skills and needs of the student, the
team considers which unaided and aided strategies will help the student	  
become a more effecMve, competent	  communicator. The mulM-‐modal
AAC system developed for a student	  might	  include no tech, lite tech, and
high tech opMons.
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You are encouraged, following this module, to apply what	  you have
learned.

This module includes a copy of a manual communicaMon board from the
Pixon Project	  Kit. It is the Pixon77 core board, which means there are 77
locaMons on the board, with core vocabulary in those 77 locaMons. The
board has been modified, with permission from the author, so that	  there
are 3 versions of this board available for you to use. Version 1 is the
original board and has the vocabulary represented with Pixon pictures.
Version 2 has the same vocabulary and configuraMon, but	  has the
vocabulary represented with SymbolSMx. Version 3 has the vocabulary
represented with Picture CommunicaMon Symbols.

Print	  out	  mulMple copies of the Pixon77 core board. For example, print	  
out	  5 copies of the Pixon77 core board with the vocabulary represented
with Pixons. If your students are familiar with SymbolSMx pictures or
Picture CommunicaMon Symbols, print	  out	  mulMple copies of those
versions of the Pixon77 core board.
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Please complete the post-‐test	  for this module.
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